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Firmware Upgrade

HOW TO UPGRADE FIRMWARE
 

Upgrade firmware procedure, common for all DG834XX Router Series, official and unofficial/customized, may be done in 3 different ways: 

Through the web panel: easy and fast, available on all operative systems, supports both cable and wifi (deprecated) connections, but requieres a 
working router OS (cannot be bricked).

1.

Through the Recovery Utility: slower, available on windows XP 32bit based operative systems only, supports LAN cable only connection, requires 

Recovery Utility software already present on pc, more reliable than web panel, useful also to repair bricks. It's recommended to mantain a copy of it on 

your pc just in case.

2.

Through the NFTP command line utility, developed by Wilmer Van der Gaast: faster and much more reliable than Recovery Utility, available on Unix 
systems, supports LAN cable only connection, requires a Unix machine with superuser privileges. It's recommended to mantain a copy of it on your pc 

just in case.

3.

It's possibile to upgrade/downgrade firmwares related to your specific model/hardware revision only (for example, you cannot flash a DG834GT image firmware 

on a DG834G or DG834N...).  
PLEASE, DON'T TRY TO FLASH A ROUTER WITH FIRMWARES COMPILED FOR DIFFERENT MODELS: IT SHOULD BE BAD !!!  

There's no need to respect any logical/progressive revision upgrade order.  

IMPORTANT: you can switch from a custom to an official firmware too at any time without any limitation. 

 

Web Panel upgrade 

Login the router web interface.1.

Click Router Upgrade from menu link on the left frame.2.

Select the firmware you downloaded before clicking Browse button (PLEASE CHECK IF MODEL IS CORRECT BEFORE UPGRADING).3.

Click Upload and when the confirmation alert window appears, click Yes.4.

At this point PLEASE WAIT until upgrade is finished (you should see a progress bar on your browser): a window prompt will announce the end of the 
upgrading procedure.

5.

 

Recovery Utility upgrade (Win XP32 systems) 

First of all, you have to download the Recovery Utility and save it for eventually further usages (you easily won't be able to connect the router if you 

absolutely need to use it).

1.

Power down the router and wait about 20 sec to let internal capacitors discharge properly.2.

Unpack in a folder the Recovery Utility archive you downloaded before.3.

Put the firmware you want to upload in the recovery utility folder (PLEASE CHECK IF MODEL IS CORRECT BEFORE UPGRADING).4.

Connect your PC to the router with the LAN cable (RJ-45) and please disconnect all the other devices connected to the router (pc, print servers, etc.).5.

Push and keep hold the little reset button on router's rear without releasing it, then power up the router: now power and tick leds should alternatively 

blink (NOTE: some router models may have different idle procedures: please read the related documentation).

6.

Release the reset button: router is now in IDLE mode, ready to be updated.7.

Execute RmDrv.exe from the recovery utility folder: this file initializes ethernet device to physically comunicate with router LAN switch.8.

Execute UpgradeWizard.exe from the recovery utility folder.9.

Clicking next, in the first screen you will find a list containing all pc's network devices: select the one connected to the router and click next.10.

Now you will see a screen containing router's MAC address only: select it and click next.11.

Then you will see a screen containing some router informations: check if they are correct and click next.12.

Click Upgrade.13.

Now recovery procedure will start; it is divided into 3 steps: Erasing EEPROM, Upgrade and Verification; wait until termination without disconnecting 

or powering down the router in ANY CASE.

14.

When the upgrade is finished click Close to exit the program, execute RmDrv.exe again from the recovery utility folder and refresh/restart your 

network device to reactivate it: now router should be ready to work.

15.

 

NFTP Command Line Utility (Unix systems) 

This procedure is available on Unix based (Linux) machines only.1.

If you are already equipped with a working Unix OS machine, simply download the NFTP utility only & jump directly to step 10.2.

If you are not equipped with a ready Unix OS machine, DGTeam developers have prepared a Profile Setting to be used on a Puppy-Linux live USB 

OS, including NFTP utility. The Profile Setting (pupsave.2fs) must be unpacked into a Puppy-Linux bootable USB device, specifically created as 
follows.

3.

Grab an USB storage device (usually a pen/stick), backup its previously stored data (if any) and format it choosing: FAT/FAT32 as file system.4.

Download the Universal Netboot Installer utility (UNetbootin) choosing the version compatible with your OS (Windows/Linux).5.

Download the Puppy-Linux OS ISO image (recommended version: up to 4.31).6.
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Run UNetbootin, click Diskimage and select the Puppy-Linux ISO image downloaded before. Alternatively, select Puppy-Linux as Distribution to 

let UNetbootin download it for you (NOTE: in this case, Puppy-Linux downloaded version may be older than the last).

7.

Select the USB device, previously formatted, and then click: OK. Wait until termination.8.

At the end of the procedure, close UNetbootin utility without rebooting and unpack the Profile Setting (pupsave.2fs) into the USB device (NOTE: if 

you are about to use an old Puppy-Linux OS, the file must be renamed pup_save.2fs).

9.

Power down the router and wait about 20 sec to let internal capacitors discharge properly.10.

Boot the Puppy-Linux USB OS containing the utility inside or, if you are already equipped with a ready Unix OS machine, unpack in a directory the 

NFTP utility archive you downloaded before.

11.

Put the firmware you want to upload in the nftp folder (PLEASE CHECK IF MODEL IS CORRECT BEFORE UPGRADING).12.

Connect your PC to the router with the LAN cable (RJ-45) and please disconnect all the other devices connected to the router (pc, print servers, etc.).13.

Push and keep hold the little reset button on router's rear without releasing it, then power up the router: now power and tick leds should alternatively 

blink (NOTE: some router models may have different idle procedures: please read the related documentation).

14.

Release the reset button: router is now in IDLE mode, ready to be updated.15.

From a console terminal, cd to nftp directory then execute as superuser: ./nftp -u ethnum firmware.img where ethnum is the ethernet device 

(usually eth0) and firmware.img is the img firmware file name (read & follow the usage help printed if needed).

16.

The nftp utility should recognize the router model & print a confirmation message on screen: please take care of eventual error messages if they 

appears.

17.

Press any key to proceed with the upgrade or CTRL+C to abort.18.

Now recovery procedure will start; it is divided into 3 steps: Erasing EEPROM, Upgrade and Verification; wait until termination without disconnecting 

or powering down the router in ANY CASE.

19.

When the upgrade is finished a message will appear on screen and the router should be ready to work.20.

 

Trouble issues 

If the web panel upgrade procedure doesn't end/complete properly, the most evident synthom noticed is nvram settings not initialized; in other words, 
setting changes are not permanently committed/applied also after reboot/powerdown: if this happens, proceed reflashing the firmware via the 

Recovery Utility or NFTP Unix utility (see dedicated parts here).

•

In certain cases, expecially if the image firmware is quite big, router will go on blinking leds even after the web panel firmware upgrade completion 

without rebooting itself as usual: in this situations, the upgrade may have been done partially or anyway not properly. 
So, it's recommended to repeat the upgrade procedure through the Recovery Utility or NFTP Unix utility (see dedicated parts here).

•

In certain cases, under certain hardware configurations, the Recovery Utility may have graphical interface troubles (freezes, screens not refreshed, 
etc): in this situations, you should try to upgrade from another Win XP32 cable-connected pc or through the NFTP Unix utility (see dedicated part here).

•

All the upgrade methods don't reset settings to their default values: so this procedure, if needed, should be done manually later through rear button 

reset or from the web interface/command line.

•
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